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About our Match Predictions and Cricket Betting Tips
We want to put out our match predictions as quickly as possible and cover as man

y games as we can - our goal is to give our cricket predictions for all cricket 

matches played around the globe.
We will also analyze and give our Dream11 predictions which includes analysis an

d a Dream11 team prediction.
Cricket Betting Tips
As mentioned, we will always give a betting tip based on our thoughts on who wil

l win todays match, but we will also add in a few bonus bets we like based on th

e different matches, teams and players in action.
MI to have highest opening partnership
 So some times we might bet on something that is unlikely to happen, but the ret

urn we would get suggest that we could stand to make money over time betting on 

that outcome.
Cricket Betting Sites
 If you are a mobile bettor, you will enjoy using Betfair&#39;s native mobile ap

p across Android and iOS devices.
 The site offers over 30 different sports, enticing bonuses and promotions and c

ompetitive odds.
Bwin Get up to &#163;20 back as a Free Bet Visit
 On the bright side of things, is that here at Online-bookmakers.
 With our recommended betting sites, you can bet on all the matches from the NBA

 regular season and playoffs, and place individual bets on legendary players suc

h as Lebron James and Stephen Curry among others.
 The most commonly used form of betting in this game is Spread Betting, which is

 a form of handicap.
 Here, you are just required one horse to come 1st, 2nd or 3rd.
 Our experts&#39; tips and guide on horse Racing betting will even hone your ski

lls further.
Although betting odds can look confusing at first, our complete guide will make 

sure you have the knowledge of how they work and can make more informed choices 

when gambling online.
Betting odds are compiled by bookmakers as a way to represent what they believe 

is the likelihood is of an event or events happening.
A very simple explanation of probability would be a coin toss, in which the two 

possible outcomes are heads or tails.
How to calculate probability from betting odds
5 odds = &#163;1 bet would return &#163;4.
 A &#163;10 bet would mean you will win &#163;23 â�� your &#163;10 stake and &#163

;13 profit (calculated as &#163;10/&#163;100 x 130).
The minus in front of the New England Patriots odds means they are favourites an

d the calculation is different.
In both examples for the &#163;10 stake the calculation is:
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